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As is well-known that market economy is credit economy, contract economy and 
legal economy. Credit, which is guaranteed by law, is the foundation of market 
economy. The entire credit system of a society is composed of public credit, enterprise 
credit and personal credit, among which the personal credit plays the most important 
role. With the growth of market economy, there will be a sharp increase in the demand 
for consumer credit, thus the merchant banks’ need for constructing an efficient 
personal credit assessment system to control potential risks is increasingly urgent; in 
the meanwhile, a sound credit foundation is the basis of the further development of 
society, which, with no doubt, cannot sustain without the constraints of personal credit 
assessment system. A country without personal credit assessment system is unable to 
restraint financial crimes from the source, this will do harm to the implement of 
government’s macro-control policies; what’s more, the initiative of financial system to 
launch consumer credit will be lowered. To make a long story short, it is vital to 
construct an accurate and scientific personal credit assessment system to constraint 
individuals’ behavior with reasonable institution. 
The construction of personal credit assessment system in those western countries 
where the credit system is highly developed has already had a history of more than 
one hundred years. In China, to the contrast, for a long period the construction of 
personal credit system has received only scant attention, its development is far from 
enough to match the need of our socialist market economy. For this sake, a 
comprehensive and systemic investigation on how to build an efficiently-worked 
personal assessment system is of significant importance. 
On the basis of the abundant foreign research on personal credit assessment, this 
paper first analyses whether the Logistic Model, which is in vogue in those western 
countries, is applicable under China’s own condition. The conclusion is that the use of 
Logistic Model should be encouraged all over our country. In the following parts of 
this paper, I discuss the current situation of the construction of the personal credit 














effectively constructing China’s personal credit assessment system, including the 
constructions of the basis of personal credit assessment system, personal credit 
assessment industry, legal environment, mechanism of supervision and administration 
as well as the relevant market. 
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信用评估起源于 1936 年 Fisher 发表的一篇基于统计理论的文章，在这篇文
章中 Fisher 通过身体特征的一些测度来判断头颅的起源，这就是著名的 Fisher
判别的起源。到 1941 年，David Durand 第一个意识到了这种技术可以用来识别
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